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"Tearneyism” - A Universal Malady
“Tearneyism” is a new word that has sprung into

life - in the last few days. One Tearney, a saloonkeeper
in the city of Chicago and also a member of the city
council, has seemed to be immune from the restrictions
of law.

Organized Lawlessness.

Tearney has so organized his forces that he has
had a practically invincible “pull” with public officials.
Whatever “Al” Tearney did was all right in the official
life of Chicago. He paid no attention to the city ordi-
nances nor to the state law. Why should he? Was he
not a saloonkeeper and did he not have a “pull” with
the administration?

The Chicago Tribune Enters the Field.

The officials would not molest Tearney so the
Chicago Tribune entered the field and sent a reporter
to investigate. The reporter was assaulted and the
Tribune had Tearney arrested. It has been a difficult
matter to find a judge that was willing to try the case
and more difficult to get the city prosecutor to act.
Twice* he has been freed on technicalities.

Comments by Out of Town Papers.

The Lafayette (Ind.) Daily Courier says:
Tearneyism is at the very root of bad politics. Tearneyism more

than any other one thing makes machine politics in the state and nation
possible.

The question of the lawbreaking saloon is not at all the question
of “personal liberty,” not at all the question of whether the use of
spirituous liquor shall be permitted to those who desire it, it is not
the question of so-called “Prohibition”'—it is not this question at all,
even though the lawbreaking saloon always raises the dust of this
question to make the issue seem different than it is. If The Tribune or
any other force, can make the people of America see that the issue of
Tearneyism is one vastly different than the question of the personal use
of spirituous beverages, it will have performed a great and beneficial
service.

Neither the Progressive party nor any other party will ever per-
manently better political conditions until Tearneyism, the local basis of
state and national machines, is eradicated. The time lias come when the
Tearney saloon in every city must be dealt with. Not because it is a
place where liquor is sold and drank, but because it is a lawless and
politically corrupting special interest.

TEARNEYISM AT A GLANCE.
[Lafayette Courier.]

As usual, John McCutcheon makes it possible to understand the
meaning of Tearneyism at a glance. In his cartoon of today he depicts
Aid. Tearney in huge proportons, symbolical of Tearneyism in general,
and the huge being is shown snapping his fingers and blowing rings of
smoke over the heads of puny representatives of the police and legal
department of the city, at a very disturbed and shrinking lady labeled
“The Law.” In the distance are depicted two masked bandits, symbolical
of thuggery in general. These thugs are saying to one another: “See,
they don’t respect her! So why should we?” Exactly so, exactly so.

Officials Defying Law Cause of Increase of Crime.
Underneath the cartoon is printed these words: “With our Chicago

lawmakers openly defying the law, is it to be wondered at that crime is
on the increase in Chicago and that there are almost as many murders in
■Chicago in one month as there are in London in a year?” This is under-
.standable; this is getting us somewhere, because it is basic. Cleaning up

Lorimerism will not eradicate Tearneyism, but the eradication of Tearney-
ism will make the eradication of Lorimerism permanent.

“Tearneyism” the Basic Trouble.
There are some basic things that must be attended to before we

permanently settle the so-called trust question and like financial problems,
and Tearneyism probably is the most basic.

We say with the Courier “exactly so.” Only we
would challenge anyone to point out the place where
the saloon exists in the country and where Tearneyism
does not exist with it. They are coeval. They are
closer together than the Siamese twins.

The aggregate of the “Tearneys” in Chicago forms
the so-called “United Societies.” To this power
officials of Chicago bow the knee. The reign of crime
and lawlessness is due to nothing else than the de-
mands for immunity from prosecution on the part of
the liquor interests.

We will join hands with anyone to kill Tearneyism.
When Tearneyism is dead lying on the ground by its
side will be its dead father, the liquor traffic. The
liquor traffic breeds Tearneyism anywhere, everywhere
as certain as any community takes it home. That is
the reason for the existence of the Anti-Saloon League.

Men are seeing that they cannot take an axe and
begin to chop away for public decency in any direction
but that it brings a howl of wrath from the saloon.

At last the day is breaking and it is getting light
everywhere.

Cubs All Aboard for the Water
Cart

January i was the day set that every Cub ball-
player was to climb up on the water cart. President
Murphy has declared that there is to be total absti-
nence among the ballplayers this year, and the edict
was to take effect January i. Mr. Murphy also held
that no baseball newspaper writer or “enthusiastic
rooter” who desired to travel with his team would be
welcome who was not also on the water wagon. The
other Chicago team, the White Sox club, has been
observing the total abstinence rule for some years, and
it is said that the man who chums with the White
Sox players in summer and drinks is always a lone-
some person. Even the Chicago Bartenders’ LT nion
seriously considered the requirement of a total absti-
nence pledge for membership. Nobody who wants
service from men wants men who booze.


